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ABSTRACT 
This exploratory study investigated how perception of       
heaviness and presence in the virtual reality experience is         
affected by limitations in the velocity with which a virtual          
object is lifted. An interaction method aiming to urge the          
user to lift certain objects at a certain velocity was designed,           
developed and evaluated in an iterative manner. Two cycles         
of user tests were conducted to explore and refine the          
interaction method. Subsequently, based upon the proposed       
interaction method, a room scale virtual reality puzzle game         
was developed and evaluated with a between-subject user        
test.  

Results indicated that the proposed interaction method       
bear potential to give users a notion regarding the         
heaviness of virtual objects, without affecting the presence        
of the VR experience. However, the results did not show          
clear signs in regard to limiting the participants' lift velocity.          
Ultimately, the interaction method needs further research. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Virtual reality •       
Human-centered computing → Interaction techniques 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Virtual reality, or VR for short, is a technology that aspire to            
achieve a high level of immersion, which is acquired by          
substituting as many human senses as possible with        
computer generated ones [19, 29]. However, the defining        
aspect of VR is the enabling of real time and natural           
interactions with the virtual environment [2, 18]. As of 2018,          
commercially available VR systems, such as HTC Vive or         1

Oculus Rift , support natural interactions to the extent that         2

users can physically walk around in a designated play area          

1 https://www.vive.com/us/product/vive-virtual-reality-system/  
2 https://www.oculus.com/rift/  

and interact with the virtual environment, in so called room          
scale VR. 

Despite the core of natural interactions in VR, the         
degree of naturalness in VR interactions is restricted        
regarding the sensation of the mass of the virtual objects.          
This is due to the fact that since the virtual objects solely            
exist in the virtual environment their mass is virtual, thus, not           
possible to feel as is the case with real life objects. The            
sensation of mass of virtual objects can be simulated with          
haptic devices, and has been induced a number of times in           
VR [6, 15, 16, 20]. The technical aim has often been to            
reproduce the force sensations that is registered by the         
muscles in the hand. A problematic aspect of incorporating         
these haptic devices in a VR system is the addition of yet            
another piece of technology to an already expensive        
technological set up.  

On the other hand, a number of different studies         
regarding weight illusions have over the years indicated that         
visual cues of the objects' size, material and brightness         
affect the perception of the object's mass [5, 9, 10, 13, 22,            
33]. It has furthermore been implied that one of the key           
factors when perceiving the heaviness of an object is the          
velocity with which one is lifting the object [21]. Studies have           
also suggested that a rapid lift is attributed to a lighter           
weight of the lifted object [7]. Some of these weight illusions           
are so strong that they persist even though subjects are told           
that they are experiencing an illusion [3, 11]. 

With this in mind, a different approach to induce the          
sensation of heaviness in virtual reality would be to create a           
cognitive illusion of heaviness, using the human senses        
accessible in virtual reality.  

1.2 Problem statement 
Since no heaviness simulating haptic device is, as of 2018,          
incorporated in commercially available VR systems, such as        
HTC Vive or Oculus Rift, a more general starting-point for          
research is the design of the virtual reality experience.         
Therefore, the motivation behind this paper was to explore         
non haptic ways to simulate heaviness in VR. 

The present study was conducted in an explorative        
manner, due to the lack of similar studies, and it was based            
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upon the hypothesis that objects lifted at a slower velocity          
will be perceived as heavier than objects lifted with greater          
velocity. Hence, the main research question for the present         
study was the following: How can limitations in the velocity          
with which a virtual object is lifted affect the perception of           
heaviness of the virtual object and the presence in the          
virtual reality experience?  

To answer the main research question, the following        
sub-questions were formulated: 

1. How can a virtual reality interaction method be        
designed to limit the velocity with which a virtual         
object is lifted?  

2. How does the proposed interaction method affect       
the perception of heaviness of the virtual object? 

3. How does the proposed interaction method affect       
the presence in the virtual reality experience?  

1.3 Delimitations 
The present study was limited to investigate a one-handed         
lift of virtual objects, and focused on the lift velocity limitation           
as the main indication to the mass of the virtual objects. This            
meant that the weight objects looked identical and no sound          
or any kind of tactile or haptic feedback was used.          
Moreover, all development was limited to one VR system,         
the HTC Vive.  

2 THEORY AND RELATED WORK  

2.1 Heaviness perception 

Weight is a force, generated by Earth's gravitational pull on          
an object. Perceived heaviness is how heavy an object         
subjectively feels, and also the focus of the present study. 

The core reason behind human ability to perceive and         
discriminate weights is a complex matter that has been         
discussed, but there has been no consensus as to what          
actually causes the sense of effort when lifting; for example,          
some claim that the central nervous system internally        
recognizes the effort of the motor signals [12], while others          
have proposed that afferent information, signals flowing in        
toward the motor system, from muscles, skin and tendons         
are significant for the sense of effort [26]. 

Furthermore, there have been studies suggesting that       
one of the key factors affecting the perceived heaviness of          
an object is the velocity with which the object is lifted [21,            
22]. The study by Davis and Roberts [7] also indicates that           
an object lifted at greater velocity is attributed to a lighter           
mass. Moreover, some studies have stated that heaviness        
perception of a wielded object depends heavily on the the          
object's resistance to rotational acceleration, the rotational       
inertia [1, 31].  

A number of studies suggest in different ways how         
visual cues about an object's size, colour and material also          

play a role when perceiving heaviness. In the size-weight         
illusion, the smaller of two objects of identical mass but of           
different size is judged to be heavier [5, 22]. Moreover, the           
illusion is so strong that it persists even though subjects are           
told that the objects are of the same weight [3, 11].           
Likewise, Flanagan and Beltzner [10] have shown that        
larger objects are expected, before touching them, to be         
heavier. The material-weight illusion indicates that objects of        
heavy looking material are expected to be heavier [9, 13].          
Likewise, in the the brightness-weight illusion darker objects        
are judged to be heavier than lighter objects of the same           
mass [33].  

The kinematics of an object refer to the object's         
displacement, velocity and acceleration, and some studies       
have related the kinematics to the heaviness perception of         
the object. For example, Runeson and Frykholm [25]        
propose that it is possible to assess weight of an object           
which is lifted by another person, simply by looking at the           
movement of that person. Streit et al. [32] furthermore         
suggest that a visual assessment of an object's weight when          
it is wielded by another person is equivalent to the weight           
assessment when the person holds the object themself. 

2.2 Virtual reality 
From a technical perspective virtual reality has been defined         
as "[...] a particular collection of technological hardware,        
including computers, head-mounted displays, headphones,     
and motion-sensing gloves" [30]. These technologies are       
used to substitute human senses with computer generated        
ones, in order to create a simulated environment, or virtual          
environment.  

VR is however described by McCloy and Stone [18] as          
"[...] a collection of technologies that allow people to interact          
efficiently with 3D computerised databases in real time        
using their natural senses and skills". Moreover, McCloy        
and Stone purposely refrain from defining the actual        
technologies used in VR, stating that the core of virtual          
reality is to support real time and natural interactions [18],          
which also Bowman and Hodges [2] concur to.  

In room scale virtual reality the user is allowed to          
physically move around in a game area. The setup usually          
consists of a headset, which shuts out the real world, and           
handheld controllers. The positions of the headset and the         
controllers in the physical world are translated into the         
virtual environment, allowing the user to physically walk        
around and interact with the virtual environment within the         
designated play area.  

2.3 Immersion and presence 
Immersion and presence are two terms closely related to         
virtual reality. In the present study, immersion is defined as          
the technical term which is achieved by substituting human         
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senses with computer generated ones [19, 29]. The        
definition of presence is twofold since presence may be         
subjective or behavioural. The subjective presence is the        
sensation of being present in the virtual environment, the         
feeling of being "there" [19, 29], while behavioural presence         
is a response to stimuli, which is observable [29].  

Immersion is objective and therefore quantifiable. The       
different variables used to measure immersion are       
inclusiveness, extensiveness, surrounding, vividness and     
matching. These are related to the extent to which reality is           
shut out, number of senses replaced and to which extent the           
user's movements are mapped in the virtual world. By         
achieving a high level of immersion, the aim is to induce the            
psychological and perceptual reaction to immersion, which       
is presence [29].  

Subjective presence could be difficult to quantify, due to         
its immanent nature. However, when it comes to subjective         
presence in virtual reality, it has commonly been evaluated         
through questionnaires containing questions about the      
experience [27]. Slater et al. [27] have furthermore noted         
that the higher the level of presence in a virtual environment           
is, the more realistic it feels, which implies that a higher level            
of presence would induce psychological effects closer to the         
ones in the real world.  

2.4 Heaviness in virtual reality 
Heaviness perception in virtual reality has previously been        
studied; Heineken and Schulte [14] induced the size-weight        
illusion in virtual reality and heaviness has been represented         
multiple times in VR with haptic devices such as haptic          
displays [20], finger-tracker [16], grip forces simulation [6] or         
with tactile augmentation; touching real objects when in        
virtual reality [15]. The aim of these studies has often been           
to reproduce the force sensations or skin pressure that is          
registered in the hand. On the contrary, studies aiming to          
simulate heaviness without reproducing the force sensations       
have also been conducted. It has for example been         
suggested that isometric input devices used together with        
visual feedback could, to some extent, simulate haptic        
information [17]. Moreover, the study by Dominjon et al. [8]          
indicates that altering the mapping of the virtual objects in          
relation to the position of the controller, the C/D ratio, could           
affect the perception of mass in virtual reality. Streit et al.           
[31] furthermore showed that visual rotational gain of a         
wielded object can influence the heaviness perception. 

3 METHOD 
In order to investigate how limitations in the velocity with          
which a virtual object is lifted affect the perception of          
heaviness of the virtual object as well as the presence in the            
virtual reality experience, a virtual reality interaction method        
was developed iteratively and user tests were conducted.        

The user tests were composed of three inquiries, a concept          
study, a design study and an implementation study. The         
concept and design studies aimed to explore the idea of          
limiting the lift velocity and refine the design aspects of the           
interaction method. The purpose of the implementation       
study was to incorporate the interaction method in a richer          
virtual environment with the intention of making the        
participants forget that they were taking part of a study and           
simulate more realistic behaviour from them. 

Two virtual environments were furthermore developed in       
order to test the interaction method. The different weight         
objects used throughout the user tests were designed with a          
handle at the top to imply a one handed lifting movement.  

3.1 Participants 
The recruitment of participants for all studies was performed         
through the social medias Facebook and LinkedIn , and        3 4

through word of mouth. No specific target group was sought          
after, because of the explorative nature of the study, but it           
was desired to recruit participants with no substantial        
movement, vision or hearing disparagements. Furthermore,      
there were no requirements regarding previous VR       
experience.  

The participants of the concept study consisted of        
eleven people, four females and seven males, between the         
ages 19-30 years old. The previous experience with VR was          
mixed, both newcomers and adept users, and they were all          
students from different engineering programs at The Royal        
Institute of Technology (KTH), the majority studying Media        
Technology. 

The design study had nine participants, four females        
and five males between the ages 19-35 years old, with          
mixed previous experience with VR. The participants were        
students from different programs at KTH but the majority         
were students at the Media Technology program. 

Twelve people participated in the implementation study:       
five females and seven males, with age ranging between         
19-50 years old. Half of the participants were students of          
different programs at KTH, while the other half were         
working, unemployed or students of other schools. No        
participant worked with VR, and overall the previous        
experience with VR was mixed, with more newcomers than         
adept users.  

3.2 Study design 
All user tests followed the same structure to ensure         
consistency. The tests were conducted one on one with a          
moderator and the participant. The participants were       
introduced to the fact that the study was a degree project           

3 https://www.facebook.com/  
4 https://www.linkedin.com/  
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and that they were about to test a virtual reality prototype.           
After the explanation the participants filled in the consent         
form, stating that they were aware of, and agreed to: 

- Voluntarily taking part of the study 
- All data about them would be anonymized 
- The possibility to ask questions and abort the study         

at any time 

In user studies, it is important due to ethical aspects that the            
participants are aware of the voluntariness of participating in         
the study, which was the reason of using a consent form in            
the present study. Following the consent form, the        
participants were asked to fill in a background questionnaire         
about their demographics and previous VR experience.  

Before entering the virtual environment, it was explained        
to the participants that it was the prototype that was to be            
tested, and not the participants' skill or knowledge. The         
participants were not told about the hypothesis or what was          
examined, if they asked, it was stated that human         
perception in VR was studied.  

Upon entering the virtual environment, the participants       
were given one hand controller in a hand of their choice.           
This was to elicit a lifting behaviour that only incorporated          
one hand instead of two. Before the actual test, the          
participants were accommodated to virtual reality by       
exploring a VR scene that was not part of the actual test. 

When the test started, the participants entered the first         
scene of the virtual environment and the task was         
presented. The participants were not instructed on how to         
interact with the weights, if they did not ask. Moreover, the           
participants were not explicitly asked to to perform a         
think-aloud, to voice their thoughts out loud, in order to let           
them engage in the experience. During the time the         
participants conducted the test, the moderator observed and        
took notes of their behaviour and transcribed any comments         
stated out loud. 

Upon finishing the tasks, the participants were asked to         
fill in the presence questionnaire developed by Slater, Usoh         
and Steed [27, 28]. The presence questionnaire was used         
due to common practice within VR studies, to quantify the          
level of presence experienced by the participants. The        
presence questionnaire was followed by a semi-structured       
interview, focusing on the experience, thoughts and feelings        
of the participants during the test. Questions asked were in          
the nature of "How did it feel to lift the [weight objects]?" and             
"What was your experience of dropping the [weight        
objects]?". The moderator transcribed the answers from the        
participants. 

The participants of the implementation study were       
divided into two groups, group A which did the user test with            
the interaction method and group B, the control group,         
which did not test the interaction method. This was a          
between-subjects set up, aiming to expose different       

behaviours between groups and the different conditions       
being tested, which is possible as long as the groups are           
diverse [4].  

3.3 Software and hardware 
All development for the present study utilised the game         
engine Unity3D (version 2017.3.0f3), the VR interaction       5

asset Virtual Reality Toolkit (version 3.2.1) and the 3D         6

modelling software Blender . The VR system that was used         7

was HTC Vive on a PC running a 64-bit Windows 10,           
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 graphics card and Intel Core         
i7-7700HQ 2.8GHz.  

3.4 Virtual environment and tasks 
3.4.1 Environment and tasks for concept and design       

studies 
The concept and design studies utilised the same virtual         
environment and tasks. The environment was a stripped        
down environment, and consisted of three scenes with        
simple tasks. The purpose of designing a stripped down         
environment was to make the participants put all of their          
focus into the interaction, and gather as much data as          
possible in order to enhance the interaction method. 
 

 
Figure 3.1: A screenshot showing scene A. The lightest 
weight was to be placed at the white tile (right) and the 

heaviest weight on the black tile (left). 
 
Scene A consisted of a table with two tiles, one white and            
one black. Two weights were placed on the table, as seen in            
Figure 3.1. The two weights were visually identical;        
however, the virtual mass of the two weights were not equal.           
Furthermore, this scene was duplicated upon finishing it, so         
that the participant experienced it three times in total. Each          
time, the mass of the weights was changed. The weights          
were paired as follows: 1, 11; 3, 9; 5, 7, all masses in an              

5 https://unity3d.com/  
6 https://github.com/thestonefox/VRTK  
7 https://www.blender.org/  
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arbitrary unit. The order of the pairs and the order of           
placement on the table was randomized. 

The assignment in this scene was a weight        
discrimination task and the participant was asked to arrange         
the weights so that the lightest weight was placed on the           
white coloured tile, and the heaviest weight on the black tile.  

Scene B was identical to scene A, apart from the table           
being wider, aiming to elicit a longer lift movement than the           
previous scene, to test the interaction method in different         
lifting situations. This scene was duplicated three times,        
and using the same weights as scene A.  
 

 
Figure 3.2: A screenshot showing scene C. The lightest 

weight was to be placed at the white tile (far right) and the 
heaviest weight on the black tile (far left). 

 
Scene C was also similar to scene A, though this scene           
contained six tiles and six weights. The weights were         
however of the same mass as the six previously introduced          
weights. Similarly to the task in the previous scenes, the          
participant was asked to arrange the weights from the         
lightest to the heaviest, placing the lightest one on the white           
coloured tile and the heaviest one on the black tile. This           
specific set up was motivated by the desire to particularly          
look at the specific lifting movement during comparison of         
multiple weights. 
 

3.4.2 Environment and tasks for implementation study 
For the implementation study, a room scale puzzle game         
was developed. The purpose of conducting a study with a          
richer virtual environment was to elicit realistic behaviour        
from the participants and make them forget that they were          
taking part in a study.  

The game consisted of five levels. At the beginning of          
the game, the player started at the top floor of a tower and             
was presented with the goal to break out of the tower.           
Escaping was done by reaching the floor below until arriving          
at the bottom of the tower. Each floor of the tower was a             
level of the game and consisted of a puzzle that the player            
was required to solve in order to advance to the next floor.            
The puzzles were solved by pressing all the buttons for that           
level by using barrels of different weights. The barrels were          
to be combined in different ways in order to activate the           
buttons, since different buttons required different amount of        

pressure to be activated. A set of barrels and a button is            
seen in Figure 3.3.  
 

 
Figure 3.3: Screenshot from the game, showing the first 

level. 
Each level had between one and three buttons and two or           
three barrels. The buttons were of two sizes; one smaller,          
with room for one barrel, and a bigger button which had           
room for two barrels. Furthermore, the buttons were        
positioned differently on different levels, some buttons were        
activated simply by placing a barrel on top of it. Some           
buttons were on the other hand positioned outside of the          
player's reach on a platform outside of the virtual tower and           
outside of the designated playing area, as seen in Figure          
3.4. On the platform there was an endless stream of barrels           
rolling towards the button on a track with an interval of           
around six seconds between each barrel. However, the        
rolling barrels did not reach the button, instead they fell          
through a hole in the track. The player could counteract this           
by placing a barrel on one side of a big balance scale, which             
made the balance scale tip into a position so that the rolling            
barrels could reach the button by rolling on the other end of            
the balance scale.  

 

 
Figure 3.4: Screenshot from the game, showing a balance 

scale and a platform with a rolling barrel. 

3.5 Development of interaction method 
The interaction method was developed with the hypothesis        
in mind, aiming for a method that would urge the user to lift             
certain objects at a certain velocity. Furthermore, the design         
process was iterative; the interaction method was evaluated        
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in two iterations in the concept and design studies         
respectively, to refine the interaction method. Technically,       
the interaction method was based upon the Virtual Reality         
Toolkit asset. The weight objects were lit up in yellow when           
the controller touched the object, to signal that the user was           
touching the object.  

The first version of the interaction method was        
developed for the concept study. When lifted, the weights         
were connected to the controller with a fixed joint, meaning          
that the weight object followed the position and the angle of           
the controller. 

When the weight objects were connected to the        
controller, in other words lifted, the velocity of the object was           
continuously calculated. The velocity calculation was      
performed each frame, using the position of the object in the           
previous frame. If the velocity exceeded a limit, the weight          
was detached from the controller and fell. The velocity limit          
was relative to the weight object's mass in the form of 

elocityLimit (2.3 / mass) .07v =  + 0  (1)

Lastly, the velocity limit was only implemented in the vertical          
axis, in order to only limit the velocity in the actual lifting            
movement.  

3.6 Analysis of data 
The qualitative data was analysed deductively, meaning that        
the analysis is conducted with the previously set hypothesis         
in mind [23].  

The framework method is a method used to analyse         
qualitative data. The first step of the framework method is          
familiarisation; getting to know the data, followed by the         
second step, which is the process of identifying a thematic          
framework, or the key concepts of the data. The third step is            
indexing the data from the thematic framework, and the         
fourth step is to chart, or rearrange, the data according to           
the key concepts from the thematic framework. The last step          
of the framework method is mapping and interpretation,        
which uses the charting and is influenced by the aims of the            
research [23, 24].  

For the concept and design studies, the thematic        
framework, or key concepts, were used as base for areas to           
be addressed in the iteration of the interaction method. The          
qualitative data of the implementation study was more        
extensively analysed according to the framework method. 

4 RESULTS 

4.1 Results from the concept study 

The eleven participants from the concept study used a wide          
range of different strategies to discriminate the weights. The         
most common strategies were to lift the weight straight up          
once and see when it dropped, and to lift the weight and            

whisk it rapidly from side to side. It did not appear to be             
intuitive for the majority of the participants how to use the           
interaction method as a tool for heaviness discrimination.        
Regardless of their discrimination strategy, the participants       
tended to identify weights that were easy to move as light,           
while the ones that were more difficult to move were          
identified as heavy.  

"It's difficult to pick up those that feel a bit more heavy."  
- Participant 105 (translated) 

The intended aim of urging the participants to limit their          
lifting velocity for heavy objects did not seem to be intuitive           
for the participants, even though a few participants did         
adjust their lifting velocity. Instead, the participants tended to         
find the weight objects difficult to pick up or slippery. This           
was furthermore a source of frustration for the participants,         
emerging when they tried and failed multiple times to lift a           
weight. In practise, they attempted to lift the weights too          
rapidly, resulting in the weight objects disconnecting from        
the controller, which occurred more often when lifting the         
heavier weights. Some participants pointed out that the        
frustration they felt during the test originated from the fact          
that they did not understand why they were unable to move           
some of the weights as expected.  
 

 
Figure 4.1: Box plots showing number of times each weight 

was grabbed. 
 
It was a quite large difference in the amount of grabs the            
participants used for each weight object, as seen in Figure          
4.1, and the differences were statistically significant       
between weights with virtual masses 1 and 3, 3 and 5 and            
lastly 5 and 7.  

4.2 First iteration of interaction method 
Based on results from the concept study, described in the          
previous section, alterations to the interaction method were        
made for the design study. The aim was to lower the           
participants' feeling of not being able to pick up the weight           
objects, to lower the number of grabs and to further suggest           
a notion of heaviness.  
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When the weight objects were lifted, they continued to         
follow the position of the controller, but they did no longer           
copy the angle of the controller. Instead, the lifted weights          
pivoted from the connection point to the controller. The         
weights pivoted a total of 230 degrees in Y axis and 26.2            
degrees in Z axis, in order to simulate a weight pivoting from            
a hand grabbing the handle.  

Furthermore, the weight objects were assigned angular       
drag, relative to the mass of the object. In practice, this           
meant that heavy weights pivoted slowly from the        
connection point, while light weights pivoted faster. To        
calibrate the velocity limit further, the formula seen in         
Equation 1 was changed to three formulas presented as         
Equation 2, 3 and 4 below.  

elocityLimit (1.9 / mass) 0.06,   mass .83v =  +   > 9  

elocityLimit .08 ass .05,   9.83 ass .36v =  − 0 * m + 1  ≥ m > 2

elocityLimit .08 ass .75,   mass .36v =  − 0 * m + 2  ≤ 2  

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

To counteract the participants' feeling of not being able to          
pick up the weights at all when lifting too rapidly, the velocity            
limit was deactivated within a certain distance from the point          
where the weight was grabbed. The distance was 0.067         
units. Moreover, the velocity limit was deactivated when a lift          
was 0.5 units long in the vertical direction.  

4.3 Results from the design study 
In the design study, the frustration felt by the participants          
continued to originate from the dropping of the weights,         
since they did not understand why it happened or that it           
prevented them from moving the weights as they desired.         
The participants continued to drop the heavier weights more         
often than the lighter weights; however, it seemed to be          
occurring less frequently than in the concept study. Despite         
large standard deviation, a statistically significant difference       
between concept and design studies were found for weights         
of masses 9 and 11, in favor for the result of the design             
study.  
 

 
Figure 4.2: Box plots showing number of times each weight 

was grabbed 

 
The participants of the design study behaved similarly to the          
participants of the concept study. Different strategies to        
discriminate the weights were used. A majority of seven out          
of nine participants appeared to asses weights that were         
easily manipulated as light, regardless of their discrimination        
strategy. Six out of nine participants associated dropping the         
weights with weak virtual grip strength or slipperiness of the          
weights. Four out of nine participants spoke about how they          
experienced weights which they had a more difficult time to          
pick up, or manipulate, as heavy. 

"I dropped the heavier [weights] faster"  
- Participant 205 (translated) 

4.4 Second iteration of interaction method 
In order to counteract the feeling of not being able to pick up             
the weight objects, the distance in which the velocity limit          
was deactivated was shrunk to 0.057 units.  

4.5 Results from the implementation study 
4.5.1 Observations 

For group A, the group with the lift limitation, five out of six             
participants lifted all the barrels to see when the barrel          
disconnected from the controller. Two of these five        
participants chose this method in the last two levels of the           
game, the others figured it out in the beginning of the test. It             
was evident that two participants understood the interaction        
method to the level that they actively adjusted their lift          
velocity. One participant however chose randomly which       
barrels to use throughout the test. For three out of six           
participants, their body language expressed that they were        
lifting something heavy; they moved slowly and carefully.        
Frustration was observed with two participants.  

The control group, group B, consisted of six participants,         
and was the control group that did not test the interaction           
method. All of these participants chose barrels randomly,        
four of the participants used trial and error strategy to solve           
the puzzle (randomly placing barrels on buttons and see if it           
was the correct solution), while two participant tried to         
assess the weight of the barrels by placing them on buttons           
or scales in order to see if the button or scale reacted. At             
one point during the test, four out of the six participants in            
the control group tried to lift all the available barrels one           
after another in order to try and spot any difference, without           
any obvious results. There were no signs of frustration         
during the observation of the control group. 
 

4.5.2 Interviews 
The participants of group A spoke about two ways of          
discriminating the weights of the barrels. The first way was          
lifting the barrel and observing how different barrels        
disconnected differently from the controller. Three      
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participants discussed this strategy. The other discrimination       
strategy was to look at how the barrels pressed down          
buttons or balance scales, which was discussed by two         
participants. One participant did not have an outspoken        
strategy, but said that light barrels were easy to manipulate,          
while heavy barrels needed careful handling because they        
fell from the controller. 

One participant mentioned a feeling of frustration during        
the test, and the same participant also described the barrels          
as difficult to pick up. All the other five participants of group            
A described that the barrels dropped or fell from their grasp,           
rather than being difficult to pick up.  

Two weight discrimination strategies were used by the        
control group. One strategy was trial and error, used by          
three participants, and the other strategy was to observe         
how the barrels affect the buttons or balance scale, also          
used by three participants. Three participants explicitly said        
that they found it difficult to feel any difference between the           
barrels. Five out of six participants said that they did not feel            
any physical sensation of weight.  
 

4.5.3 Logged data 
The logged data showed that the participants in the control          
group grabbed the weights less frequently and were faster         
than participants in group A. As seen in Figure 4.3 and           
Figure 4.4, respectively, the figures display similar patterns        
regarding amount of grabs and time; however, Figure 4.5         
exhibit a rather different pattern.  
 

 
Figure 4.3: Box plots displaying the number of grabs for any 

weight object per level for the implementation study 
 

 
Figure 4.4: Box plots displaying the time in seconds to finish 

each level for the implementation study 
 

 
Figure 4.5: Box plots displaying the number of attempts per 

level for the implementation study 

4.6 Presence questionnaire 

 
Figure 4.6: Box plots displaying the score on the presence 

questionnaire from the implementation study. 
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Throughout the three studies, the overall score on the         
presence questionnaire was rather high. For the       
implementation study, the scores were compared between       
the two groups, as seen in Figure 4.6. The only question           
where the difference of scores between groups of the         
implementation study was statistically significant was the       
third question, Q3, with the mean 6.33 out of 7 for group A             
and 4.67 for the control group.  

5 DISCUSSION 
The results are discussed from the perspective of each         
sub-question of the main research question. The       
sub-questions were as follows:  

1. How can a virtual reality interaction method be        
designed to limit the velocity with which a virtual         
object is lifted?  

2. How does the proposed interaction method affect       
the perception of heaviness of the virtual object? 

3. How does the proposed interaction method affect       
the presence in the virtual reality experience?  

5.1 Limiting lifting velocity 
The most commonly observed weight discrimination      
strategy was to lift the weight objects and see at what           
height, or how quickly, they disconnected from the        
controller. It was rather uncommon for the participants to         
actually adjust their lifting velocity, even though a handful of          
the participants did. The reason behind this seemed to be          
that the participants rarely understood why they dropped        
some weight objects. This oftentimes spurred frustration       
from the participants, instead of making them adjust their         
behaviour.  

Group A in the implementation study tended to finish the          
tasks more slowly than the control group (see Figure 4.4).          
However, group A grabbed the weight objects more often,         
which is visible in Figure 4.3, and was a noted behaviour           
during the observation. The noted behaviour was that the         
participants often had trouble moving the heavier weight        
objects to a desired position, since they did not adjust their           
lifting velocity and instead frequently dropped the weight        
objects. Therefore, the slower time to complete the tasks         
observed with group A is most likely due to excessive          
amounts of dropping weights rather than slow lifts. 

Throughout all the user studies, a recurring behaviour        
among different participants was to test different weight        
discrimination strategies, and multiple times participants      
decided in the last level or task that dropping the weights           
had some direct or indirect link to the heaviness of the           
weight object. No participant had tried the interaction        
method before, but the majority tended to become more         
skilled with the interaction method the longer they used it.  

5.2 Heaviness perception 
Even though the participants did not always seem to         
explicitly connect the dropping of the weight objects to the          
mass of the object, the phenomenon nevertheless seemed        
to have a tendency to give the participants some perception          
of the heaviness of the objects. Participants throughout all         
the user studies frequently mentioned that they perceived        
the weight objects as difficult to get a hold of, or slippery,            
rather than explicitly as heavy, and it appeared that the          
participants on some level did link this perception to the          
heaviness of the object. Objects that were perceived as         
difficult to get a hold of or slippery were in fact placed at the              
black tile in the concept and design studies, indicating that          
they were heavy, and often chosen as a heavy barrel in the            
implementation study. The same line of thought were also         
expressed in the interviews, exemplified with participant 105        
saying that it is "[...] difficult to pick up those [weight objects]            
that feel a bit more heavy". 

The participants of all studies who tested the interaction         
method generally had theories regarding how they could        
discriminate the weights, regardless whether it was correct        
or not. Participants of the control group in the         
implementation study on the other hand said that they did          
not have any way to discriminate the weight by just looking           
or interacting with the weight objects. They instead had to          
use other objects from the environment as aid.  

Furthermore, as seen in Figure 4.4, the control group         
completed the levels quicker than group A, but on the other           
hand, group A tended to do fewer or a similar amount of            
attempts (placing a barrel on a button or balance scale) at           
solving the task, on all levels but one (see Figure 4.5). It            
was also observed during the user tests that participants of          
group A conveyed a body language that suggested that they          
were lifting something heavy, by moving slowly and more         
carefully than the participants in the control group.        
Altogether this suggests that the proposed interaction       
method might give some indication as to the mass of the           
objects. It seemed to give the participants a tool for          
conducting the task of weight discrimination, and it might be          
argued that it could have potential to even make the task of            
weight discrimination more efficient, since the participants of        
group A did fewer attempts than the control group.  

5.3 Effect on presence 
The presence questionnaire implied that the subjective       
presence, the sensation of being present in the virtual         
environment [19, 29], was not negatively affected in any way          
by the interaction method, due to the lack of statistically          
significant difference between scores on the presence       
questionnaire, among the two groups of the implementation        
study. Furthermore, it was observed during the       
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implementation study that there was a difference in the body          
language and how the two user groups were moving. The          
participants of group A in the implementation study (with the          
interaction method) were inclined to move slower and more         
carefully, as if they were in fact lifting something heavy,          
while the control group moved quickly, without any        
hesitation or limitation. This implied that the behavioural        
presence, which is the observable response to stimuli [29],         
might have been higher for the participants using the         
interaction method. This was also visible in Figure 4.4, the          
control group was quicker to finish the levels of the game           
than group A. 

5.4 Future research 
Since the present study was of an exploratory nature, a          
number of factors could be further researched in order to          
either improve the interaction method or investigate its        
usability.  

The present study was solely focused on the weight         
object disconnecting from the controller as heaviness       
indication. While there are other factors that affect the         
perception of heaviness, such as visual cues about size or          
rotational gain when wielding the object or the        
control-display ratio, a mix of these cues could be         
investigated and possibly result in different conclusions.       
Another suggestion for future research is to further        
investigate the range of the velocity limit or some sort of           
feedback or indication regarding being close to dropping the         
weight object. 

The proposed interaction method is based on a        
limitation in lift velocity. According to , a force      aF = m    
applied to a mass results in acceleration, rather than         
velocity. It could therefore be argued that it is more natural           
to limit the acceleration instead of the velocity, therefore it is           
encouraged to investigate limiting the acceleration for future        
research. 

5.5 Method criticism 
Time and resource constraints limited the size and diversity         
of the participant population, but within these constraints a         
diverse, in regards of gender, occupation and previous VR         
experience, group of participants was always sought after.  

Furthermore, no electronic devices were used to record        
the participants thoughts or movements, which were instead        
solely transcribed by the test moderator. The participants        
were however not asked to conduct a think aloud during the           
test, which reduced the amount of data to be collected          
during the observation, which in turn could increase validity         
of the study.  

Another factor that might have affected the results is that          
some participants spent time looking around or investigating        
the environment, instead of solving the task at hand. This          

was counteracted by having a scene which only purpose         
was to let the participants get used to VR.  

The participants were not told by the test moderator to          
limit their lifting velocity before or during the user tests, in           
order to not reveal the goal of the study. However, it could            
be argued that it might have been beneficial for the study to            
briefly explain to the participants that they needed to adjust          
their lifting velocity. Giving the participants a directive might         
have removed a lot of their frustration, since the frustration          
often originated in their lack of understanding the interaction         
method. As the research question did not incorporate the         
intuitiveness of the interaction method, but rather focused        
on the effect of limiting the lifting velocity, it can be argued            
that giving the participants the directive to adjust their lifting          
velocity would not have interfered with the research        
question and the research aim.  

6 CONCLUSION 
The main research question for the present study was: How          
can limitations in the velocity with which a virtual object is           
lifted affect the perception of heaviness of the virtual object          
and the presence in the virtual reality experience?  

An interaction method aspiring to urge the user to lift          
certain objects at a certain velocity was designed and         
subsequently, a room scale virtual reality puzzle game was         
developed based on the interaction method.  

Results indicate that the proposed interaction method       
have potential in giving users a notion regarding the         
heaviness of virtual objects, without affecting the presence        
of the VR experience. The interaction method did seem to          
give the participants of the study a tool for conducting          
heaviness discrimination tasks, and it might furthermore       
have potential to even make weight discrimination in virtual         
reality more efficient. Even though the interaction method        
showed potential regarding the perception of heaviness, the        
results did not show clear signs to limit the lift velocity for the             
participants. Lastly, in order to improve the interaction        
method or investigate its usability, more research needs to         
be conducted. 
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